
Special Relativity
In the late nineteenth century James Clerk Maxwell found a solution of the equations of 
electromagnetism that predicted a form of electromagnetic field in oscillatory motion at a 
specific velocity. The velocity was determined by certain fundamental parameters of his 
theory and was interpreted as the celerity of a wave, c. 
The value of c worked out as close to the then best estimates of the speed of light. In so 
doing, Maxwell realised that light is electromagnetic and confirmed its nature as a wave. 
The full spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, not just visible light, was revealed.
The speed of light was thought to be relative to some physical medium, termed the aether, 
that "carried" the wave. If this was the case it should be possible to measure differences in 
light speed in different directions of motion. Assuming the Earth's motion through the 
aether creates relative differences in velocity, it was expected that differences in light 
speed would be found in the forward and cross-directions of Earth's rotation.
Surprisingly, accurate interferometry and numerous experiments could find no difference in 
light speed in any direction, regardless of Earth's 465 m/s rotation velocity. The experiment 
was improved and retried numerous times, with the same result despite accuracies of 1%, 
0 ± 5 m/s. It seems the velocity of light does not depend on the speed of the observer.
One explanation suggested at the time was that the length of the measuring apparatus 
contracts in the direction of motion. The formula for the contraction, a specific ratio of 
velocity to light speed, turns out to be correct, but for a very different reason than the idea 
of "compression" by the aether. The formula is now known by the two authors who 
independently proposed it, the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction, γ:
This indicates that length L decreases as velocity v increases. The square root of squared 
ratios is a very small rate of change: values of γ are usually almost 1, so L' = L , no 
contraction, except for high fractions of light speed where γ becomes very large, infinite 
where v = c. A number of independent researchers found the same result. Henri Poincare 
showed that a similar correction would apply to time, but could not explain this result.
In 1905 Albert Einstein proposed that the speed of light is a fundamental property of 
physical laws, and used the principle of relativity (as per Galileo, ie that physical laws are 
the same regardless of the inertial motion of any observer), to explain that light must have 
constant velocity regardless of the observer's motion. 
Since velocity is a ratio of space to time, the idea of invariant velocity as a physical law 
implies that space and time are subordinate principles, not absolutes in themselves. This 
was a profound insight with a number of unexpected consequences that mirror the effect 
of the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction. The main consequences are listed here:
Lengths and distances contract in the direction of motion. This is the Lorentz-Fitzgerald 
contraction, now interpreted as a contraction of space itself in the direction of motion.



Clocks run slower in relative motion. Consistent length contraction must be accompanied by an 
inverse time dilation, so that the ratio of space/time gives the same constant speed of light. In the 
moving reference frame, T' = Tγ, the reciprocal of length contraction.
Nothing can travel faster than light. The Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction would have the effect of 
reducing lengths to zero and intervals to infinity, ie a crisis would occur.
Light cannot be made to stand still. Light is always seen at the same velocity, so an observer 
cannot "catch up" to light and observe it in a stationary reference frame.
There is no universal definition of simultaneity. Since the time to an event depends on an 
observer's motion, different observers interpret events with different definitions of "now".
Doppler shifts are effected by relative velocity. It is possible to measure velocities by the Doppler 
effect (eg speed radar) so long as the absence of absolute velocity is allowed for.
The mass of an object increases with relative velocity. As time dilates, derivatives of time such as 
acceleration and its relation to mass and force are altered. In the relativistic version of F = m.a, 
mass increases by the same factor as time. This is another reason why a massive object cannot 
travel at light speed: its mass would become infinite.
Light has zero mass but non-zero momentum. A photon is the result of a conversion from mass to 
energy. The photon's energy is a mass-equivalent with its own momentum. Later we will see that 
the same reasoning leads to gravitational effects on light.
Pressure increases with velocity. As mass increases and lengths contract, density and hence 
pressure must increase. This applies to stresses in solids, liquids, gas, plasma, etc.
Energy and mass are equivalent. As mass increases, kinetic energy develops as E = mc². At low 
velocities there is a residual energy E = m₀c², where m₀ is the mass at rest in the observer's frame 
of reference. This suggests that mass contains huge amounts of energy.
Space is equivalent to time. The only velocity-invariant form of special relativity arises from the 
mathematical proposition that space and time can inter-convert from one to the other.
Derivations of Special Relativity
Most of these effects can be derived mathematically by correcting the behaviour of a type 
of hypothetical clock for the assumption of constant light speed. The clock operates by 
reflecting a photon between two mirrors which may be in motion relative to an observer 
(see the figure below).
By comparing the oscillation of the clock at rest or in motion in the observer's frame of 
reference we arrive at the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction for time and space. Schutz   (Ch. 1

16) demonstrates that this type of thought experiment is comparable to actual experiments 
or technologies. 
The derivations are not mathematically or even conceptually difficult so long as you keep 
track of how conditions in alternate reference frames relate to each other. Much of the 
difficulty is that both space and time are effected, in both reciprocal and directly 
proportional ways; you need to keep both trends in mind. We will take them in turn, and 
then combine them.

�  Schutz, B. 2003. Gravity from the ground up. Cambridge University Press1



Relative Space and Time

Time dilation: a photon clock, consisting of a photon trapped between two mirrors and 
reflecting back and forth with a characteristic period of oscillation, will appear to run slow, 
ie with a longer period, when in relative motion to the observer.
a) With the clock stationary in the observer's reference frame, the photon travels a return 
distance 2y in a period T = 2y/c. The value of c = 2.998x10⁸ m/s applies in this RF.
b) When the apparatus moves at speed v through the observer's reference frame, the 
photon travels the return distance 2S at the same celerity c = 2.998x10⁸ m/s. The observed 
period of the return trip (or cycle) is now T' = 2S/c. Note that T' > T since S > y.
The same formula as in a) relating distance and time, and the same value of c, gives a 
larger value of T in b). With invariant light speed it is obvious that the moving clock must 
have a longer period than the stationary clock, when viewed by the stationary observer.
This is not necessarily a problem, because the apparatus is a clock, and would usually in 
practice be used as a stationary apparatus in the observer's RF. For example if the moving 
clock was on board a fast-moving spaceship, it would be the clock that the astronauts use. 
Since the astronauts measure the same velocity of light, c = 2.998x10⁸ m/s, and since their 
clock has the same dimension y they will observe an oscillation period of T = 2y/c in their 
RF, which agrees with the stationary observer's view of the stationary clock. 
In relative terms, to the astronauts it is the "stationary" observer who has velocity v relative 
to them, so the astronauts see the same effect on the Earth-based system: the laboratory 
clock appears to run more slowly than the astronauts' own onboard clock.
There is no inconsistency here. Given the same design of clock in their respective 
reference frames, the astronauts and the "stationary" observer will both observe the same 
time period, related in the same way to their clocks' size and the speed of light, and both 
will observe that the other's clock is running slow.



Consistent, yes, but it still seems very wrong. Could it be that this particular type of "photon 
clock" is not a very good design, since it behaves differently at different speeds? Yes, but 
the best clocks we have, atomic clocks operating on the oscillation of matter particles in 
electromagnetic fields, experimentally behave the same way. We know this because they 
become de-synchronised if the difference is not corrected. (Timed GPS signals are an 
example of a technology that relies on relative clocks in other high-speed RFs.)
We don't need to see the clock through the spaceship's windows! The onboard clock can 
signal the laboratory clock, as in a GPS system, and a longer period is observed. We also 
don't need to solve problems involving both reference frames at the same time. We can 
look at each RF separately, even on the same graph, and they don't come into conflict.
It could be argued that atomic clocks use electromagnetic properties to define a period, so 
there must be some flaw in the electromagnetic theory in regard to clock-making. In fact 
the same relativity also applies to pendulums and water clocks, but the proof is more 
complex because it involves gravity. In the next chapter we can do that proof, but not yet.
The key point is that the oscillating behaviours of pendulums, atoms and reflecting photons 
are determined by physical laws that must be invariant, according to the relativity principle, 
from one reference frame to the next, even if this means that we cannot devise an 
apparatus that will operate at a constant period in different states of motion. 
Time, by definition, is measured by physical oscillators, so time necessarily varies with the 
relative motion of observers. If we regard the electromagnetic structure of the human body 
as a network of tiny clocks, that is physical phenomena with inherent cyclic frequencies, 
we see that the same effect applies to us, in that our own behaviour and physical evolution 
are slowed down as viewed by an observer in relative motion.
The Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction can now be derived: the photon travels y or S in the 
half-period t or t'. The distances are related geometrically to t and t' as:
Since γ is always greater than 1, the effect is to dilate any interval such that an observer 
measures a larger time for any event than the time observed in the moving RF. To put it 
another way, the moving RF experiences the interval as normal, but as this is less than the 
dilated interval, the moving RF evolves more slowly in the stationary observer's RF. 
The effect is the same from either RF. The formula is consistent so long as the right 
comparisons are made, as follows:



Space contraction: the photon clock is now oriented so that the photon travels parallel to 
the relative velocity. Given the relativistic time correction determined above, T' = γT = t₁ + t₂ 
we find the geometry is consistent only if the length x contracts by the same γ factor.


a) The photon travels a distance x ( = y ) at the fixed speed of light. Again, this defines the 
period of the clock in the stationary reference frame: T = 2x/c
b) The photon travels in unequal stages due to the motion of the clock, at first in the same 
direction as the clock and then against the direction. The stages 1 2 3 indicate three 
positions in the clock's motion. We know t₁ + t₂ = T' = γT.

Given the time correction T', a space correction x'  is possible:

We can identify t₁ + t₂ = T' = γT and solve for x' as a function of the rest length x: 
 but
 so



These are very similar terms:
 so
 or
Note that γ is always greater than or equal to 1, so lengths contract as times dilate. An 
object in motion not only appears shorter, it actually is shorter in the direction of travel 
when measured from any other reference frame. 
Equally, from the perspective of a fast-moving reference frame the same effect occurs: 
other objects (in other RFs) appear shorter in the direction of travel. For example the 
distance across our galaxy, measured at relativistic speeds, would be smaller than the 
distance we measure from our relatively stationary planet Earth.
The correction of distance completes the derivation so that observations in different 
reference frames can be consistently compared. By the same example:

Astronauts in a spacecraft at relativistic velocity v would observe the galaxy contracted 
in size from L to L'  and calculate their travel time as T = L'/v. 
Earth-based observers would measure the same velocity v of the spacecraft over the 
larger rest distance L and calculate a longer travel time, T' = L/v = γT. 
Earth would also observe dilation of the spacecraft's time-signal, and calculate that the 
astronauts will experience a shorter journey time: T = L/γv = L'/v

Exercise: Satisfy yourself of the internal consistency of this cycle of calculations.
Note that the velocity v is measured as the same value in both reference frames: Earth 
observes the spacecraft traveling a distance L in time T', measured in our stationary units. 
The spacecraft observes the Earth receding a distance L'  in time T, again in their own 
local units. In both cases the velocity is measured as:
Earth:
Ship:
The primed values may seem to be inconsistent with the definitions, in that they are 
supposed to apply to the moving reference frame, whereas we have used mixed primed 
and unprimed units for doing calculations in either reference frame. There's a subtle 
difference: L' and T' are the length and time of another RF as an observer measures them 
in their own RF. The definition refers to both RFs, from observer to observed. In the ship's 
perspective, the outside distance is reduced to L'  in their own time T,  ie v = L'/T.



The observed constant value of the velocity of a moving reference frame is similar to the 
observation that the speed of light is constant in any reference frame: in fact the relative 
velocity of any pair of reference frames is the same in both reference frames.
The dilation of time and contraction in length are reciprocal, such that the characteristic 
length and period of an object (say the length of a rocket and a 1-second tick of its clock) 
can be multiplied to give the same product regardless of reference frame:
This suggests an invariant space-time "area" of an object as defined by its characteristic 
rest length L and period T : LT is a constant, the same value in metre-seconds in any RF.
Synchronization: Relative Simultaneity
The definition of simultaneity depends in a technical sense on how synchronization is 
established between two or more observers, and what subsequently happens. 
For example, an astronaut and ground-based observer could synchronize their watches in 
a mission room on the ground, then the astronaut could make a long trip at relativistic 
speeds and return to find the observer has experienced more time than the astronaut. This 
would involve accelerations, which we cannot deal with until we come to general relativity. 
The key to establishing simultaneity in special relativity is to find a scenario that includes 
space and time intervals and a comparison between reference frames that does not 
involve acceleration. 
Einstein's 1905 paper sets out a hypothetical method of synchronizing times between 
observers separated by large distances in the same reference frame, ie zero relative 
velocity, and then of comparing their state of synchronization with observers in another RF.  
Einstein's work in the Bern patent office included checking designs for telegraph 
synchronimeters that appeared at this time to synchronize train timetables between cities.
Einstein's method (see figure below) was regarded as a thought experiment in 1905, but 
was routinely used in the Apollo space program where the separation between mission 
control and command module reached distances up to 1 light second, ie the distance to 
the Moon.



Light Synchronization: observers A, B and C are separated by distances of 300,000 km 
(1 light-second). B signals at t = 0 to A and C with red laser light, and they reply confirming 
they have set their clocks to t = 1s for the moment they received the signal. B receives 
their replies as expected at t = 2s. (Time delays in signal processing can in principle be 
reduced to zero if partial mirrors are used to reflect and receive signals.)
Now if A, B and C are all moving at a common velocity they are by definition in the same 
reference frame and will be able to send and receive signals at the fixed speed of light in 
the same way as above. If the signals are measured at 1 second intervals (ie B receives A 
and C's replies at t = 2s), they can conclude that the distances between them are equally 1 
light-second, as above. 
However because the same fixed speed of light is also measured in the stationary 
reference frame, say by a fourth observer D (below) located at the space coordinate x = 0, 
the exact time coordinates of A, B and C at the moments the signals are sent and received 
will not correspond to D's definition of simultaneity:

Relative Synchronization: A, B and C are now in motion at 25% of light speed and use 
the same synchronization method to establish a common time and confirm their distances 
at 1 light-second. D, in the stationary RF, intercepts reply signals at times DA and DC and 
concludes the signals are not simultaneous unless relativistic corrections are made.



D's conventional definition of simultaneity is a "horizontal" space axis at common times      
t = 0, 1, 2 etc seconds. A B and C in motion would regard their reference axis in the same 
way, however the two systems cannot agree when represented together as above.
The diagram shows the speed of light correctly to scale at a slope of c = 1 light-second per 
second. This simple sketch method shows the time dilation effect with reasonable 
accuracy as t' ~ 2.1 s compared to B's t = 2.0 s. 
The space contraction effect can be seen by comparing the A-B-C separations in the 
moving RF to the separations in D's "stationary" RF. A B and C measure their separation 
as 1 light-second, and observe x' ~ 0.97 l-s at the vertical 1 l-s markers in D's RF.
Here again we find the easiest way to consistently compare reference frames relies on a 
contracted distance in the high-speed RF and a dilated period in the "stationary" RF. This 
is consistent with standard techniques for relativistic calculations and comparisons.
The relativistic space axis is a line of slope v, in this case 0.25 s/l-s. If the observers A B 
and C are in spacecraft of rest length L and period T (1 second), their projections in the 
stationary reference frame will be of contracted length L' and dilated period T'. 
The full length of each ship can be said to be simultaneous within its own reference frame, 
which would plot in the stationary reference frame as a line of length L' along the relative 
space axis and T' along the relative time axis. The invariant space-time product allows us 
to sketch what the dilated and contracted spacecraft would "look like":
Space-time Distortion: A moving spacecraft of contracted length L' and dilated period T' 
partially eclipses an identical stationary spacecraft of length L and period T at rest in our 
RF. (Not to scale. It is in fact impossible to draw all relativistic comparisons to scale since 
each RF observes the same dilation and contraction in the other.)
Note that the front of the moving ship is regarded by the stationary observer as behind 
(later) in time compared to the rear. This is the basis of a slightly silly but quite true thought 
experiment: A murder is committed at the front of a train and a robbery occurs at its rear, 
exactly at the time the train passes through a station. Although there are reliable witnesses 
with expensive watches at both ends of the train and platform who saw the crimes being 
committed, police are baffled that the witnesses cannot agree which crime occurred first...



Relative Mass
The increase in mass of an object at high velocity is a result of time dilation, which affects 
the rate that an object accelerates due to an applied force. For a given constant force, 
acceleration decreases towards zero as c is approached, so for conservation of energy the 
mass of the object must increase. The result is the same as the effect οn time, ie m' = γm.
The effect on mass again occurs in the "other" reference frame as measured by an 
observer: a relativistic spacecraft seen from Earth would accelerate towards infinite mass, 
causing immense gravitational disruption as it passes the galaxies. From the perspective 
of the spacecraft, the astronauts would feel no change in acceleration except that the 
galaxies outside have increased in mass and hence gravity, causing the same disruption.
This is science fiction, fortunately, because it is probably not possible to accelerate (by 
conventional thrust) a ship's velocity to anywhere near light speed. The energy required to 
accelerate a spacecraft to such a large fraction of lightspeed would be outweighed by the 
mass of that much atomic fuel. Also the gravitational effect of this scenario is not accurate 
since the acceleration relies on general relativity, which is different again.
Relativity of mass is most important at a subatomic scale, particularly in stars where 
energies are sufficient to accelerate particles to very high relative masses. Anticipating that 
mass is equivalent to energy, relativistic particles can be highly energetic as a result of 
their mass. The heaviest particle ever detected was a proton in the solar wind, its mass 
was equivalent to the energy in two teaspoons of sugar!
Special and general relativity retain the Newtonian definitions of force in relation to mass 
and acceleration in the appropriate reference frames. The force on a fast-moving, 
accelerating body is given by the change in momentum as per the conventional F = ma. A 
shorthand method uses the chain rule of differential calculus:
but
and
ie
so
or
The force equation uses mixed reference frames as previous comparisons have done. The 
variable t is a rest interval, as experienced within the fast-moving RF. The rest mass m is 



constant, again as experienced within the moving RF. The unprimed derivative in the force 
equation thus relates to at-rest observations within the moving RF. 
By similar reasoning the primed derivative relates to observations on the moving RF within 
the stationary RF. The primed acceleration term is just the kinematic acceleration of the 
spacecraft as observed in the stationary RF. This must decrease towards zero as light 
speed is approached and mass increases.
Since in the primed derivative the mass increases and the acceleration decreases, it is 
plausible that the force is constant. This agrees with the "rest" conditions inside the 
spacecraft: mass, acceleration and force are constant (assuming constant thrust in the 
ship's RF): Both reference frames would measure the same force. This is a major point:
 Time, space, mass and energy are relative; force is absolute or invariant

Acceleration is relative: 
So as acceleration in the moving RF is constant or a variable greater than zero, 
acceleration as viewed from the stationary RF decreases towards zero. The example 
below uses a theoretical shortcut but gives the correct solution.





Energy is equivalent to mass.
Since a force can be constant in effect on a mass, but the acceleration is reduced by time 
dilation, the kinetic energy of the rest mass alone would be less than the energy that has 
been put into the system by the applied force. Where does this missing energy go?
Einstein accepted that the conservation of energy is a principle as important as relativity, 
and so concluded that the energy difference is the increased mass. This was not an easy 
idea to come to. It makes sense to attempt a calculation of kinetic energy, and then explain 
some unexpected features in the result.
Energy is the product of force over distance, integrating if necessary for varying force. 
Relativity has an easy starting point for once, since the force can be constant:
 E = Fd
In classical mechanics, kinetic energy is the integral sum of a changing momentum, 
calculated as the area under a straight line graph of momentum increasing with speed:

In special relativity we need to allow for the varying mass to see the effect on momentum 
and hence energy. The same integration of momentum applies, except p = m'v = γmv:

m' is a function of constant mass and velocity, so the integration depends only on velocity:




Eo is an integration constant or initial value that we can solve by boundary conditions: 
when the velocity v is zero, the kinetic energy must be zero:
 
 @ v = 0, KE = 0:
This is a very puzzling result. The kinetic energy is a constant term mc² minus another 
variable function of γ. The constant term is not zero at v = 0, but the kinetic energy is. 
What is this constant initial value Eo?
When the velocity reaches light speed, the variable term falls to zero as 1/γ = 0. The 
kinetic energy at this point is just mc². The constant Eo is the "initial" kinetic energy not at 
zero but at the speed of light!
Unlike most of the results in special relativity, this term does not go to infinity or zero but to 
a particular value for a given mass, which depends only on the rest mass and the speed of 
light, both constant. 
Einstein's puzzling over the missing energy suddenly became clear. It is in the mass. 
Energy goes into the increasing mass, and it is there in the initial mass. Albert Einstein, 26- 
year old patent clerk with a PhD in physics, had single-handedly discovered, or predicted, 
an enormous source of potential energy in ordinary matter. His original paper makes it 
clear that he was well aware of the implications of this very abstract research.



Relativistic Doppler effect
In the conventional Doppler effect involving sound waves all motion is relative to the 
atmosphere. It is possible for observers and sources of sound to move at relative velocities 
equal or faster than the speed of sound.

eg A stationary source and receiver exchange sound at a frequency of 1 cycle per second.

The observer in motion towards the dource at v = c/2 now experiences 1.5 cycles per 
second. Motion away from the source would reduce the sound to 0.5 cycles per second.

With the source now at v = c/2 the audible frequency is 2 cycles per second. If the source 
is receding, the frequency reduces to 2/3 cycle per second (1.5 seconds per cycle)
These cases are consistent with the Doppler formula for sound:
Subscripts s and o refer to source and observer, with a velocity defined as positive if it 
tends to increase the distance between them, ie if either motion is away from the other.



The relative velocity of the source compared to the sound is apparent in the asymmetric 
and non-concentric pattern of the source in motion. This is essential physics, with a very 
different pattern experimentally observed for velocities greater than sound:

Sonic boom shock waves are caused by sources of sound traveling faster than sound.
A different type of asymmetry occurs in special relativity. A source of light is always at the 
centre of its own light distribution. Observers are also sources of light (human beings are 
infrared and visible) so a concentrict pattern is measured within an observer's reference 
frame. All other motions are relative to that observer. V is always less than c.
If we choose to consider the situation from the point of view of another observer in relative 
motion within a given situation, the entire picture must be redrawn to depict a concentric 
symmetry around the new reference point, and the other observer, previously depicted as 
stationary and central, becomes a moving source:

Relativistic Doppler effect: the left-hand frame depicts the situation as viewed by A; the 
right-hand frame switches the perspective to B. Observers can always regard themselves 
as stationary with respect to any other source of light and the light itself. The relativistic 
Doppler effect in either RF is a function of the relative velocity only.



This two-way symmetry makes the relativistic Doppler effect easier to derive than the 
classical (sonic) Doppler effect: one only needs to work out the circumstances for a 
moving source and then switch subscripts if necessary for a switch in RF.
The wavelength of the light is altered by relative velocity as per the classical theory. As the 
source is in motion it compresses or stretches the observer's measurement of wavelength 
in proportion to the observed frequency, which is dilated in the observer's RF. 
The compression arises in the classical sense that the source chases its own emissions 
and so reduces the distance between successive peaks in the forward direction, or 
increases it in the rear direction. Wavelength and frequency are related as usual, λf = c:
 
The relative velocity is again defined as positive for increasing the distance to the observer 
(source receding), or negative for decreasing distance (source approaching). When vr < 0 
the wavelength is compressed (see figure). T' is the SR-dilated wave period as observed:
This is much the same observed frequency as the classical Doppler effect for a moving 
source, but the primed frequency f' is the time-dilated frequency:
so
This is the relativistic Doppler effect. For consistency, the observed frequency fo is often 
denoted the relativistic Doppler frequency f', but this should not be confused with the time-
dilated frequency f' which does not depend on direction. fo is used for consistency.
As with the classical Doppler effect, the relative velocity vr = cosθ depends on the angle in 
the velocity and direction axes. The relative time dilation effect of the γ term does not 
depend on direction, ie there is always a reduction in the observable frequency of a 
relative source, which is then modified by the directional effects of Doppler. 
The observed frequency may thus be higher or lower than either the original frequency or 
the dilated frequency. Similarly the observed wavelength λo may be smaller or larger, 
depending on directions, than a contracted length λ' = λ/γ.
At low velocities, the γ term becomes approximately 1, so the Doppler effect is almost the 
classical theory for a moving source except there is no observer velocity in the numerator, 
only the relative source velocity in the denominator.
Mobile police radar is an application of special relativity: a radar car's speed relative to the 
road is used to convert a detected relative velocity to a road velocity, not absolute.



The spatial asymmetry of the sonic Doppler effect is replaced by a temporal asymmetry in 
the relativistic version. We have already found the key results in the derivation of the 
Lorentz-Fitzgerald length contraction:

Asymmetric oscillation of a photon clock due to prograde motion. 
As before we can identify the time intervals t₁ + t₂ = T' = γT:

Each partial dilated interval is comparable to half the rest period T of the clock:
 so
 but
 ie
 or
This result is consistent with T' = γT (exercise: show t₁ + t₂ = γT ) but is unusual in that it 
inverts the effect of γ on time to produce a relativistic temporal Doppler effect. 



Epstein Diagrams
There are many eccentric "geniuses" in the field of relativity, most of whom are sadly lost in 
a field they clearly have not understood. An exception is the undoubtedly eccentric Lewis 
Carroll Epstein, who in 1978 published a book of diagrams and conceptual derivations of 
special and general relativity that were original, unique, and mathematically exact.
Epstein's Relativity Visualized is an excellent resource for understanding the three most 
basic consequences of relativity, namely time dilation, length contraction and asimultaneity, 
as well as some of the hardest aspects of general relativity. Epstein's precession can be 
easily and accurately constructed by a paper cut-fold model that shows curved space.
Time dilation, space contraction and rotated simultaneity axes can all be represented 
equally for two reference frames in one Epstein diagram. This is quite an achievement. 
More advanced results are not so convenient in the Epstein diagram. Hermann Minkowski 
developed a geometric method in the 1920s which is still preferred, despite the intuitive 
accessibility of Epstein, in particular for the spacetime-interval to be developed in the next 
section. Minkowski uses hyperbolic trigonometry, more easily understood after Epstein.
To understand an Epstein diagram, there is just one postulate: all observers move at the 
speed of light in time. Relative velocity is shown by rotation of axes to a polar geometry of 
v/c. The resulting model uses simple trigonometry to solve the main effects of γ.

Epstein diagram: observers in black and red colours are compared in a symmetric 
geometry. Objects and lengths project into alternate reference frames as cosines of an 
angle given by sinφ = v/c. Black and Red observe each other to be time dilated, the proper 
time t being measured relativistically later at t' in both frames. The leading and trailing ends 
of objects (arrows) are simultaneous in their own reference frame, but not simultaneous in 
the other RF. The mathematics of this construction are exact as per special relativity. 



Lorentz Transformations
The technique of solving problems in special relativity is starting to emerge. In every case 
so far, the solution has applied one or both complementary corrections to two reference 
frames: a spatial contraction 1/γ applied to the measurement of external space from a 
"moving" reference frame and/or a time dilation γ applied to measurement of time in the 
moving reference frame compared to equivalent time periods in the "stationary" RF. 
In both cases the correction is applied to the rest state of the distance or time as it would 
be measured within the other reference frame. The definitions of which RF is "moving" and 
which is "stationary" are taken as read by the context of a situation: laboratory observers 
naturally construe themselves as stationary, and observe time dilation in fast moving 
particles, but they can switch their perspective to that of a particle and model the 
contraction of space around that RF. Similar perspective switches apply to understanding 
measurements made by planet-based observers and hypothetical interstellar travelers.
This mixing of reference frames can be inverted to give space and time solutions within 
one reference frame as a function of space and time coordinates in the other reference 
frame. This type of transform is familiar from classical physics as a way of converting from 
a moving reference frame to a stationary one, or vice versa. For example:

Classical coordinate transformation: observers C (stationary RF) and D (moving RF) pass 
each other slowly at (x, t ) = (x', t' ) = 0. The moving RF translates along the x-axis. Both 
RFs progress in the same way through time. Subsequent positions of the moving RF 
transform the measurement of space but not time in that RF. The same transform applies if 
the reverse assumption is made about which RF is moving. The velocity therefore is purely 
relative and equal/opposite in each RF. Each observer's path in space and time is called a 
world line. An event's coordinates can be forecasted at any time (diagonal dashed line).




In the special-relativistic case of high velocity we recognize that any observer's world line 
is also their relative time axis. This is one aspect in which special relativity makes more 
sense than the Galilean approximation. The extra complexity is just geometry:

Special relativistic coordinate transformation: observers C and D pass each other at very 
high speed at (x, t ) = (x', t' ) = 0. As before the moving RF translates along the x-axis, but 
relative simultaneity implies that D has its own x' axis. Each observer progresses through 
time on their own world line, equivalent to a relative time axis. Subsequent positions of the 
moving RF transform the measurement of space and time in that RF. As before the same 
transform applies if the reverse assumption is made about which RF is moving. The 
velocity again is purely relative and equal/opposite in each RF. Forecasting is as before.
These transformations differ from the dilation and contraction formulae in that the space 
and time coordinates are both multiplied by γ. The reason for this is we are answering a 
different question: we're solving for the space and time coordinates of events, not the 
lengths and durations of objects or periods, in alternate reference frames. The transform 
takes the mixed perspective of length-duration solutions and inverts one side so both 
space and time are measured in the same perspective.
With velocity in light-seconds per second, the slope of a photon's world line is 1, while the 
slope of x' and t' axes are v and 1/v respectively. On this scale it is possible to draw a 
geometric construction of the transformed coordinates and is a useful framework for 
working with the geometry of a system. A rule for using this transformed scale is that the 
geometry is hyperbolic: instead of sines and cosines, all geometric projections and angles 
are based on hyperbolic shine and coshine functions:




Using hyperbolic geometry it is possible to show the length contraction and time dilation 
constructions exactly (see below). Where you would normally use tan⁻¹(slope) to find an 
angle and cos(angle) to project a line onto an axis, use tanh⁻¹ and cosh instead:

High-speed geometry: a time-space diagram in units of seconds and light-seconds can be 
analysed using hyperbolic trigonometry. The x' and t' axes plot at reciprocal slopes (which 
is not the case in relative m/s) and any photon plots at a slope of m = 1. The rescaling has 
the effect of displaying time and space distortions as hyperbolic trigonometric projections. 
The projection lines (grey arrows) are not at exact right angles, but the analogy is useful.
This diagram confirms that velocity is measured as the same value in either reference 
frame. Any distance travelled, as a multiple of light-seconds in either reference frame, 
projects into the same corresponding time.
In particular both RF's agree completely on the motion of a photon, ie the photon's world 
line is the prime diagonal of either reference frame. This is just another way of saying that 
the speed of light is invariant for all observers in uniform relative motion.
The equation of motion of an photon is x - ct = x' - ct' = 0. The Lorentz transforms can be 
analysed to show that a form of this equation is invariant for any reference frame, 
regardless of relative motion, ie it has the same value and is agreed on by any observer. 
This metric or spacetime-interval is the last and most significant result of special relativity 
and will be further developed before going into general relativity. The result is hyperbolic:



Deriving the Lorentz Transformations: Epstein Diagrams II
The specific form of the Lorentz transformations is critical to the subsequent development 
of special relativity into the form we need for incorporation with general relativity. We can't 
just accept these formulae without derivation and hope for the best, they matter too much.
Fortunately an Epstein diagram can be drawn to show an intuitive and easy (ie non-
hyperbolic) geometry for the transforms. This involves converting the Cartesian form of 
velocity to a polar form as in the Epstein angle φ, constructing the time dilation and length 
contraction effects, then reverse-projecting the results back into Cartesian coordinates. 
The technique can be applied as a graphical method for solving relativistic problems:

Lorentz Transforms Derived. The Epstein construction involves converting the tangent 
form of the ratio v/c to a projection sin(φ), solving for γ and the corresponding time dilation 
and length contraction effects, than back-converting by a projectio from sin(φ) to tan(φ). 
The result is that events occurring simultaneously in the moving RF are desynchronised in 
the stationary RF. For example, a spacecraft with a row of lights flashing simultaneously 
along its length would appear to a stationary observer as a moving series of lights flashing 
in sequence from the back to the front of the ship.



Metrics of Relativity I: the spacetime-interval
An important consequence of the Lorentz transforms is a specific combination of 
spacetime variables that is the same (invariant) in either reference frame:

A spacetime-interval is defined as a solution of a hyperbolic function s² :
 s² = x² + y² + z² - c²t²
The x, y, z, t variables represent the coordinates of an event in space and time, with an 
observer nominating an initial t = 0 at x = 0, the observer's spacetime origin.
For simplicity in developing the idea we only need the x variable to represent space. The ct 
term has units of distance. As we have seen, it is useful to work in light-seconds, which is 
a natural unit of distance at this velocity.
The interval s² is a measure of the proper distance or proper time to an event (or between 
two events when one of them is located at the origin). 
If the space-square x² is greater than the time-square c²t² (s² > 0) then space dominates 
the interval in such a way that it provides a measure of the distance between events. For 
this reason events with a positive spacetime-interval are said to be spacelike. In the case 
of t = 0 the events are defined as simultaneous in that RF. Since the whole extent of a 



stationary object is simultaneous, the interval between front and back always gives the 
proper length χ of an object.
 χ = √s²           s² > 0
Alternatively if the time-square is larger than the space-square (s² < 0) then time 
dominates the interval in such a way that it provides a measure of the proper time between 
events. Events with a negative spacetime-interval are said to be timelike. In the case 
where x = 0 we have the two events occurring at the observer's location at different times. 
The interval then measures the proper time τ between events in that RF:

  s² < 0
The proper time τ is simply defined as the time indicated by a clock moving on the world 
line of any RF. It corresponds to the time experienced by any observer in their own RF. It 
can be read directly from a graph of s² (below) where the graph crosses the t axis. 
Likewise the proper distance in lightseconds is indicated where a graph crosses the x axis.
The graph of the solution for a particular value of s² is a double (±) hyperbola. A range of 
solutions, including spacelike and timelike solutions, is a set of curves that can be 
regarded as concentric in the sense that each curve is the same spacetime-interval from 
(0, 0) at any point on the curve, much as a circle is all the same distance from the centre:

Graphs of s² = x² - c²t² for a range of values of s². Top and bottom (green) quadrants are 
timelike, s² < 0, while left and right (blue) quadrants are spacelike. The dark green solution 
has a proper time of ± 4 seconds (s² = -16). The dark blue has a proper distance of ± 4 



light-seconds (s² = +16). Each curve has a single value of s² and is a constant "distance" 
in spacetime-intervals from the origin. These are concentric "circles" plotted in spacetime.
If we consider a series of reference frames at increasing velocities, the dilation of relative 
time and distance axes increases with velocity. A smooth curve that connects RFs at 
increasing velocities by the relative times or distances equivalent to a proper time or 
distance, will be a hyperbola:


Graphical hyperbolic method: four astronauts at relative velocities 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 of 
light speed all observe a 4-second period of their on-board 1.63 m pendulum, as 
measured by their on-board atomic clock. The "stationary" astronaut observes (by radio 
signals) longer periods in each of the moving astronauts' pendulums and clocks. In fact all 
the astronauts observe all the others to be time-dilated depending on relative velocity.
Exercise: calculate time dilations for 0.25c, 0.5c, 0.75c and check against the graphical 
method.
And/or: complete the diagram for a 4 lightsecond proper distance.
The truth is, we still (early 21st C) don't know if this is science fiction, except for the 
experimental and observational results of astrophysics and high speed quantum 
electrodynamics. We are still predicting these extreme high speed effects in terms of 
actual human experience at those relative velocities, but we are certain that the effects of 
time dilation and mass increase, directly observed by experiment or accurately modeled 
with observations, will also apply to human observers, if we ever reach those kinds of 
velocities. 
Even if the next scientific revolution overturns this form of special relativity (or, more likely, 
relegates it to "approximate" status) it is almost completely certain that the results of mass 
increase or spacetime dilation, for example, will still apply. 



Another interpretation: light seems to define the geometry, not space or time.
General Relativity
This section will present some of the essential results of Einstein's general relativity, mostly 
with simple derivations, illustrations and examples. The field is rightly infamous for its 
mathematical complexity, well beyond the scope of an introductory course. The approach 
taken is intended to improve the conceptual accessibility of general relativity as well as 
introduce the basic mathematics.
As the modern theory of gravity, general relativity is essential knowledge in astrophysics 
even at an introductory level. Fortunately, we have already covered all the ideas required 
for a good conceptual grasp of the subject: if you feel you "get" or at least accept the 
consistent results of special relativity, and if you understand the equivalence principle as 
introduced in the first few lectures, you won't have any trouble with GR.
Gravity is a four-dimensional phenomenon which requires that we mathematically 
acknowledge three spatial dimensions x, y and z as well as time. In other words we can no 
longer get away with one-dimensional approximations, such as using only x as a space 
variable. Also the role of mass in gravitation must be acknowledged, so we can no longer 
discuss a reference frame without considering its mass.
In many respects GR can be considered a modification of special relativity for the 
equivalence principle, so the results we have developed, in particular the invariant 
spacetime-interval, will still be used, but in a massive 3+1-dimensional form. 
To make a first step into general relativity in astrophysics, the following illustration 
summarizes special relativity as a projection of a 4-D interaction between two stars. It will 
be seen that even before we introduce the spacetime curvature induced by mass, there is 
a very strong curvature due to special relativity alone, which can be visualised and solved 
graphically. Gravitational effects can then be developed on the same model. 



Special Relativity in Astrophysics: a low-mass main sequence star A and a black hole B 
interact by gravitation (pink), radiation (red) and high-energy particles / solar wind (green). 
A second space dimension y (not shown) is suggested by the partial perspective view. 
Although the model nominally includes gravity it is drawn as an approximately flat 
spacetime. Gravity will follow as a modification of this overall picture.
The lower half of the diagram illustrates gravitational interactions on a time frame 
equivalent to the distance between object centres (1.25 seconds or 375,000 km). Gravity 
travels at the speed of light, but it is uniquely different from light in that all matter is 
completely transparent to gravity: anywhere in space, gravity has a linear trajectory of 1 
light-second per second. This remains a "straight line" regardless of any mass.
The upper half illustrates relativistic behaviour of high-energy particles up to 70% of light 
speed, including relative time and distance for that range of velocities over a proper 
distance and time of 1 light-second and 1 second (surface-to-surface). The effect of gravity 
would be to accelerate or bend these trajectories in spacetime; the effect is not visible at 
this scale for the star, and cannot be depicted (yet) for the black hole.
The black ellipses are a perspective view of the orbit of the black hole around the yellow 
star. Either object could be selected as a reference frame. Over longer time intervals the 
two objects would trace mutual helical (cork-screw) pathways in spacetime, but at this 
scale the world lines of the objects look like vertical straight lines.
The red and green ellipses (circles in perspective) indicate spherical surfaces of radiation 
and particle emission originating at the surface of the yellow star (x = t = 0). All the light 
emitted at any instant represents an expanding spherical surface, increasing in surface 
area and decreasing in intensity as per the inverse square law. Likewise all particles at the 
same speed expand as a spherical shell around the star.
Since a range of particle speeds (from escape velocity up to a fraction of light speed) are 
emitted at any instant, the green cone represents a solid sphere containing particles at a 
range of distances from the star at 1 second proper time later. Time dilation on this range 
of particle energies is indicated by the hyperbolic "dish" shape, the proper time curvature, 



representing a curved volume or 4-D hypervolume larger than the volume inside a 3-D 
sphere of that radius.
The blue hyperbolic proper space curve can be developed as a surface of revolution 
around the time axis, giving a 4-D "spindle"-shaped hypervolume, projected here as left 
and right profiles. High-energy particles traveling the proper distance of 1 light-second 
from the star to the black hole traverse space contractions in the external reference frame, 
equivalent to their travel time at that velocity.
The separation of the blue proper space envelope from the hole is intended to indicate a 
tidal effect, which is important in the explanation of gravitational "force" that follows.
High energy particles are dilated such that their evolution and decay mechanisms are 
measurably delayed. Free neutrons, for instance, have a half-life of 881.5 s or 15 minutes. 
Over the distance from Sun to Earth, this would be equivalent to 56% of the speed of light, 
resulting in a relative abundance of neutrons as their decay rate slows.
This speed is very much faster than the mean 400 km/s velocity of the solar wind, but high 
speed particles are distributed by probability, and many do have this energy. A significant 
effect on neutron half-life would need a colossal release of energy, as in a supernova or x-
ray jet. This is why the relativistic theory is essential to understanding these phenomena.
The s² solution for particles moving at 0.7c is shown as relative time and space axes. 
These particles are observed from a stationary viewpoint (with respect to the star) traveling 
a 1 light-second distance in 1/0.7=1.43 seconds. The gamma factor at these speeds is 
apparent at γ = 1.4003, giving a proper time of τ ~ 1 second. The calculation is easier in 
light-second units:
 s² = x² - c²t² = 1² -(1)²1.43² = -1.04 s²
The diagram illustrates that both space and time (actually variable mixtures of spacetime) 
are curved towards the origin as a result of the range of extreme relative velocities. This 
spacetime curvature does not depend on mass or gravity, but we can now begin to 
understand the most profound finding of general relativity: that large-mass objects produce 
spacetime curvature as gravitational fields.
The Equivalence Principle
If the story of the universe is gravity, the story of gravity is mass.
Mass is central to physics. It determines gravity, mechanical and nuclear energy, and 
momentum. Mass is, of course, equivalent to energy. Gravity and momentum are essential 
sources of mechanical energy, and matter can disintegrate to energy as light.
In special relativity we have seen that mass increases in proportion to the dilation of 
acceleration in association with dilated time. In general relativity we are about to see that 
mass is associated with distortions of acceleration and time in a gravitational field. It was 
Einstein's curiosity to wonder deeply about the equivalence of inertial and gravitational 
mass, essentially asking why mass is the same factor in inertia as in the seemingly 
unrelated gravitational force, and his genius to profoundly revolutionise science by it.



There is not necessarily any causal direction from mass to inertia or mass to gravity. Mass 
does not cause a gravitational field, it is associated with one. Time dilation does not cause 
mass to increase, the distortions occur together. Mass/energy in any form is associated 
with gravity, including pressure energies driven by static gravitational forces. Gravity to an 
extent causes itself.
Regardless of causal direction, matter and energy are central to physics. We can almost 
say that mass / energy do not occur in space and time; it's the other way around.
Gravitational time dilation
The dilation of time in association with gravity and hence mass can be measured in an 
effect known as gravitational redshift. Light is seen to decrease in frequency (increase in 
period) as it climbs out of a gravitational field, such that even a stationary astronaut would 
conclude that all clocks on a planet are running slow compared to the on-board clock. 
Note that we again associate a reduced frequency with a dilation in time. If we were 
observing light emitted by from a clock, waves of light would correspond to the position of 
the clock at the time it was emitted (or reflected), so if the period is dilated we would also 
observe a dilation of the intervals between seconds and minutes. 
The conclusion that this indicates a real time dilation, not an illusion or "effect" in the usual 
sense, lies with the central role of light as a physical context in which events are defined, 
rather than the more abstract parametric idea of time.
The gravitational redshift can be derived in two ways:
1. Conservation of energy as it effects the wavelength of light, and
2. Equivalence of gravity and acceleration for relative effects on light.
Conservation of energy in light leaving a g-field
This derivation came later historically. It uses quantum measurements of photon energies, 
which suggests a compatibility between quantum mechanics and general relativity. In fact 
there are consistency problems between these great branches of science: h cancels, so 
there is no uncertainty principle when gravity is applied to particles. This has to be wrong.
Potential Energy Difference: We can use Newton's law to derive the change in potential 
energy of a mass rising from a planet or star at initial radius r, to an effectively infinite 
distance (ie into interstellar space):
so
The mass m can be regarded as a relativistic particle such as a photon, with energy and 
mass associated with its frequency. This requires the Planck constant, h:
 or



The increase in potential energy is associated with a decrease in photon energy. We can 
compare the photon's state near the surface of the star to a theoretical absence of gravity 
at infinite distance by equating its energy change to the full potential energy difference:

These substitutions anticipate a time dilation of some sort (primed as per special relativity) 
in the gravitational field, as seen from a viewpoint in distant (zero-gravity) space. 
Substituting for mass in the potential energy we find that the quantum term h cancels;
or
This indicates time dilation in the gravitational field, interpreted as an increase on the 
proper time for an object located r from the mass, as viewed from infinity. The correction is 
a function similar to γ² where GM/r is the orbital v². For observation from a real distance, 
calculate the observer's redshift at distance ro and proportion the difference.
Equivalence: An observer in free fall is equivalent to an observer in zero gravity.
It is possible to derive exactly the same dilation effect assuming only inertial (equivalent) 
free fall in a gravitational field. Acceleration combined with the Doppler effect produces an 
equal-opposite time contraction, so that a falling observer sees the same frequencies of 
light from the gravitating mass as an observer in deep space.
This is a fairly difficult piece of theory to derive, but there are shortcuts that turn out to give 
the correct exact solution. Schutz suggests a thought experiment, which we can modify to 
a story of two observers on a cliff of height z observing light reflecting from the river far 
below. One of the observers then base-jumps off the cliff and goes into free fall!
According to both equivalence and relativity, the free-falling observer should see exactly 
the same light frequency as an observer in zero-gravity at a great distance from the earth. 
Doppler effects due to the observer's accelerating velocity should cancel so the frequency 
does not change as the observer falls. 
Given that light travels up the cliff at speed c, the time taken for a photon to reach the 
observer from the river is t = z/c. Since the observer accelerates from zero velocity, at that 
time t the observer is falling at a velocity v = -gt = -gz/c. The relativistic Doppler effect 
treats the river as an accelerating low-speed source of frequency fs observed as fo:




If the observer measures the same frequency as seen from a zero-g inertial frame, the 
source frequency must be redshifted relative to zero-g to cancel this effect:
so
To generalize this to any value of z in an inverse-square gravitational field, note that the 
unit gravitational potential term gz (for m = 1) is equivalent to GM/r :
Thus the source fs is observed at frequency fo. Since a frequency is just the inverse of the 
period, and allowing for the appropriate reference frame, we can rearrange this to show 
the time dilation of period as a reciprocal of the frequency contraction.
The inverse effect of gravitational blueshift is visible to observers at rest in a gravitational 
field such on Earth. Light from relatively low mass objects in space, such as space stations 
or the moon, is shifted to higher frequency by the higher energy of light falling into gravity.
Metrics of Relativity II: 
We can invert the time dilation to find the time τ in zero-g, which is the proper time in a 
general relativistic spacetime-interval:
As for special relativity, time is consistent only if there is a comparable length contraction 
related to proper distance. This can be regarded as an equivalent calculation of blueshift:
Assuming both special and general relativistic effects apply, we can introduce these terms 
into the spacetime-interval as corrections:



The gamma-like term has been squared again. The resulting (GM/c²r )²  term is very small 
for a typical star, leaving the correction once again much like γ²:

Substituting this into the spacetime-interval we find:
This equation is the weak-field metric of general relativity. It measures the curvature of 
spacetime with velocity and acceleration in a weak gravitational field, such as that 
generated by any main-sequence star, giant or dwarf of typical stellar mass-radius M/R. 
The correction terms are similar to γ²  with v²  corresponding to an escape velocity.
In very intense gravity fields such as neutron stars and black holes, the correction terms 
include a third value, the neglected (GM/c²r )², that rises rapidly from 0 to 1 as the escape 
velocity approaches light speed. These stronger effects are dealt with in a return to black 
holes in a later section.
Note that the GM/c²r term is the ratio of the Schwarzchild radius to the distance r from the 
source of gravity. The weak field solution applies only at radii significantly larger than a 
black hole's event horizon, r >> Rs so that the approximate terms are not amplified.
The mass M is a relativistic mass, γMo, which increases relative to an observer in motion 
at any distance from a star. The gravitational curvature is thus most apparent at high 
relative velocities. The equation in this form is well suited to examining cosmological 
questions: it is the main theory we will rely upon in the remainder of this course.
There are other effects due to motion that create additional small (but important) 
corrections in the metric. A directional effect due to momentum, mass x velocity in a 
specific direction, can be shown to produce gravitational effects at right angles to the weak 
field metric. This is often called the gravitomagnetic field, which couples with the 
gravitoelectric weak field by analogy to the directional effects of electromagnetic fields.
Frame dragging ...



The weak field approximation relies on the very small value of a squared-squared small 
term. The same applies to the special relativity γ correction factor at small speeds:
Proof:
so
but
(corollary proof)
So we have the useful binomial approximation, γ ~ 1 + v²/2c². The same approximation 
demonstrates that relativity reduces to Newtonian mechanics as v reduces to zero. The 
kinetic energy of a mass is a good example of the surprising results Einstein found:

In general relativity the local energy is the kinetic energy plus the rest-mass energy:
As with the analysis of conserved kinetic and potential energy used to derive escape 
velocity, we can add to this the potential energy of a mass in motion in a g-field to obtain 
the total mechanical energy of the weak field:
At very great distances from a mass (1/r goes to zero), the total conserved energy 
becomes the same as the local energy, defined as the energy of a system in a zero 
gravitational field. With an initial velocity just equal to escape velocity at an orbit radius r, 
such a system would escape to infinite distance but fall to zero velocity. The conserved 
energy then reduces to just the rest-mass energy. Since this is conserved, the total energy 
even at low orbit when escape velocity is reached, is also equal to the rest-mass energy.
The rest-mass energy is the total energy at escape velocity. This is a useful simplification.



Equivalence of gravity and acceleration on light
Light deflection by a star (gravitational lensing)
It is possible to calculate a light deflection angle assuming only classical ideas that Newton 
is said to have briefly considered and rejected. Assuming that light has mass which 
equivalently cancels in a gravitational field, it should react by a small angle:
Classical or Newtonian deflection of light: light of mass m is accelerated in a 
gravitational field so that its direction changes while its velocity c remains the same. The  
reaction depends on forces applied during a short period, roughly the time in which the 
light passes the diameter of the star, just grazing the radius. As Galileo could have 
understood, the light's mass cancels and does not need to be determined. A more 
complete calculus method (certainly possible for Newton) gives the same exact (if 
approximate) result. This very early classical theory is in fact relativistic in the c² term.
In Einstein's relativistic gravity there is no force, instead there is a spacetime curvature 
with a total angular deflection defined by integration (continuous summation) over the 
weak field metric. Since light curvature occurs equally in the space and time components 
of the metric, the total curvature reduces to the sum of the two general-relativistic terms:
This is twice the classical value of the deflection, which provides a practical test of 
Einstein's theory compared to Newton's. The 1918 expedition lead by Sir Arthur Eddington 
to measure light deflection due to the sun during a total eclipse did not in fact resolve the 
difference within experimental error, however it certainly showed a difference and was later 
more accurately confirmed.



Light deflection and the precession of orbiting bodies can be added as general-relativistic 
corrections on the curved structure of spacetime. Light deflects a maximum of 2 radians at 
the event horizon of the black hole. The orbit of the hole now also represents a long-cycle 
precession in which the perihelion traces a circular orbit. The curved-space orbit can be 
modeled by drawing an ellipse on paper, cutting and folding to make a cone:
Reading: Epstein 2013.


The relativistic correction to the curvature of a light ray is more pronounced than the 
precession curvature of orbiting masses at typical velocities. The weak field curvature is 
easier to detect in light than in a planet or orbiting mass, simply because light is moving so 
much faster, so the velocity-dependent terms are more prominent. 
The additional correction is however observed in that the planets are more strongly 
deflected than Newton predicted. An elliptical orbit turns through an angle larger than 360, 
as the planet follows its geodesic curvature. This relativistic precession had been observed 



in the orbit of Mercury before Einstein began his career, but had not been explained until 
he chose it as an empirical test of his theory. 
Relativistic precession has been observed in the orbits of neutron binary stars. The largest 
such precession observed is 4 degrees per year, compared to 43 arc-seconds per century 
in the case of Mercury, exactly as calculated exactly by Einstein in 1916.
The fact that Einstein could tackle the immense hand-computational work of professional 
astronomy in the midst of his theoretical physics and the uncertainty of WWI testifies to his 
incredible ability as a mathematician, not to mention his determination. Precession has 
since been measured in all the inner planets, exactly as Einstein's theory predicts.
Relativistic dynamics: advanced problem-solving methods
Taken together, special and general relativity represent the modern form of classical (as 
opposed to quantum) mechanics, with special relativity in the role of Newton's laws and 
general relativity replacing or rather including Newtonian gravity. 
This course cannot attempt to provide much more detail on the methods of solution of 
problems in relativity. Mechanics is always mathematically advanced, and in relativistic 
cases it becomes mentally very challenging even to correctly formulate a problem.
A few guidelines however will help in understanding the theory. A careful definition of the 
terms in the equations is a good start. 
The radius r in these formulae is a variable radius above the fixed radius of a star, unless 
otherwise noted. In many cases, such as the gravity lensing effect, r is the fixed radius, ie 
light just grazes a star at maximum deflection. Weak-field requires that a radius is much 
larger than the Schwarzchild radius; it does not describe neutron stars or black holes.
Care must be taken in the definitions of (x² ), t² and r in formulating particular problems. 
These variables are coordinates of events in relative reference frames as per the Lorentz 
transformations, so they may be primed or unprimed space and time values. (x² ) 
represents the square sum of 3D space coordinates. 
Spacetime variables (x² ) and t² are independent of r , which is the proper distance from a 
major source of gravity M , which itself is some distance from the observer: an event at (x, 
y, z, t ) relative to the observer is a distance r from a star which also is at some distance 
from the observer. Later in the unit we explore a solution with the mass M at the origin.
Gravity explained...finally!
With no more specific detail on technique, it is now possible to explain the relativistic idea 
of gravitational "force", namely that it is no force at all but an effect of spacetime curvature. 
Spacetime is regarded as smooth or continuous, it does to have any sudden steps or 
kinks. It's not that there is some "medium" which is continuous; simply, time and space as 
we experience them, are continuous. We do not observe disjunctions in the continuity of 
spacetime, there are no jumps in space or time, except (probably) at the quantum level.



In this spacetime continuum, dilation-contraction effects occur in gradients that are 
associated with mass; the gradients must, because of continuity, extend out to large 
distances from any mass. This is not action-at-a-distance, it is a continuum of physical 
variables on a smooth spacetime.
On any small segment of spacetime, such as the short period shown in the 4D diagram 
above, the curvature of worldlines can be regarded as straight line segments. The helical 
precessing spacetime structure of an orbit is not visible, it is essentially a flat space 
despite the curvature.
There is a fundamental mathematical connection here to a type of straight line known as a 
geodesic, representing the straightest line between points on any curved, smooth and 
continuous geometry. At any localized point in gravitational spacetime, a falling body's 
physics are the physics of advanced geometric straight lines.
Orbits and other gravitational shapes are geodesics, inertial reference frames that are 
subject to no force at all, since they move uniformly through a curved spacetime. On a 
sufficiently large scale to show variable spacetime distortion, the curvature's physics 
emerge from straight lines.
This essentially means that bodies in free fall or orbit, or indeed in any gravitational 
interaction, are still obeying Newton's first law: bodies move in straight lines of constant 
velocity unless acted upon by some force. There is no force of gravity; geodesic orbits and 
projectile motion are physically straight lines.
It is not just the direction of motion that varies along an orbit, but also the velocity. The final 
step in the theory is to understand that the apparent acceleration of orbiting bodies arises 
from tidal effects in the distribution of spacetime curvatures, which vary with distance from 
a massive body. 
As in special relativity where the mechanics of acceleration are distorted by time dilation, 
in general relativity there are acceleration gradients due to gradients in time at distances 
from a star's mass. These are consistently balanced by space gradients, which combine to 
produce the apparent curvatures and accelerations of gravity. On Earth, the combined 
gradient is 9.8 m/s/s.
Einstein's field equations
The most complete form of Einstein's theory is a set of 10 equations that are symmetric 
enough to be written out as a single linear-termed model equation. There is no derivation 
that we could even outline here, that would do justice to this towering mathematical 
achievement. Einstein's equation is provided in the text, with some basic explanations of 
its terms.
These are tensor equations, complex multidimensional matrix-vector equations that were 
originally developed in the theory of elasticity to model deformed plastic solids. In 
Einstein's relativity, they model the elasticity of spacetime under the numerous effects that 
are incorporated in the theory, in fact all the effects that this set of lecture-chapters has 
covered, and more.
Fortunately we don't need the full theory to understand the most interesting phenomena 
that this course will now cover in closing. The earliest closed algebraic solution, found very 



soon after Einstein published his theory, is all we need. This is the Schwarzchild solution, 
which describes the field strength around a physical point mass. We will examine that 
theory in the transition from neutron stars to black holes in the next section.



Neutron Stars continued...
The conversion of all the proton-electron pairs in a star to neutrons, with the release of 
energy as neutrinos and gamma radiation, is only the beginning of the story of a neutron 
star's collapse.
The newly-formed neutrons form a type of Fermi gas, where the neutrons have degrees of 
freedom to move around inside the star. The system at this stage is still highly fluid, and 
may often be rapidly rotating due to the collapse of a giant star with any small initial 
rotation to a large angular velocity due to conservation of angular momentum at the much 
smaller size.
The gas is thus an incredibly intense accelerating vortex that collapses rapidly from dwarf 
size to asteroid size. No further nucleonic or relative changes occur, but the nucleons are 
drawn by gravitational forces to such a small size that the strong nuclear force becomes 
dominant over the repulsive electrostatic force and they combine into a nuclei of a range of 
sizes. The initial rotation amplifies to around 10 revolutions per second.
The neutron star is a relative solid ie a hard matrix with the nucleons in extremely 
energetic relativistic and quantum motion. The nucleons have a very definite common 
volume that they individually occupy, much like solid particles. Energy is quantized and 
partitioned by uncertainty and exclusion principles. The system is extremely hot and 
dense, and is rotating both overall and internally in a quantum-fluid vortex.
The density of a neutron star is similar to any atomic nucleus and approximately constant 
from between a few billion kg/m³ at the surface to around 6x10¹⁷ kg/m³ at the core. The 
average density is around that of a typical nucleus, 2x10¹⁷ kg/m³. It will be seen that this is 
a significant percentage of the maximum density possible, defined as the density of a 
mass that has contracted to its Schwarzchild radius.
Most significantly, since the density of a neutron star is nearly constant, a relatively simple 
model of internal pressures and temperatures is again possible. The resulting internal 
pressures and temperatures are enormous. As before, a static model with constant density 
and spherical gravity gives a simple model of core pressure:
For a 10 km neutron star radius, this works out at around 10³² Pa, which agrees well with 
the degenerate neutron gas model developed earlier.
The resulting temperature depends only on pressure, density and the specific gas constant 
of a neutron gas. The gas constant is Boltzmann's constant divided by the neutron mass:

   



This incredibly high temperature is a reasonably accurate estimate for a young neutron 
star. The star continues to lose huge amounts of energy through neutrino emission, so the 
temperature drops within a few years to about 10⁶ Kelvin. Most of the light released by a 
neutron star is at x-ray wavelengths; light in the visible spectrum tends to occur at equal 
energies across the spectrum, so neutron stars appear white.
These are classical estimates, but the quantum and relativistic corrections are small. The 
pressure contributes a relativistic mass which must be added into the density:
Neutron stars are surprisingly abundant. Around 1 in 1000 stars are neutron stars, visible 
to the naked eye as dim white stars with relatively low brightness in the visible spectrum.
Neutron star mass limits
The maximum and minimum masses of neutron stars are determined by escape velocities 
and the relativistic physics of degenerate gases:
The absolute minimum theoretical mass of a neutron star is defined by the escape velocity 
of nucleons from a nucleus, which corresponds to the threshold energy for nucleon fission. 
Nuclear research finds a value of around 8 MeV for the emission energy, which 
corresponds to a neutron escape velocity of about 4x10⁷ m/s, around 13% of light speed. 
The minimum neutron star corresponding to that escape velocity is around 0.02 solar 
masses (see investigation 20.1 in Schutz). 
This is only one of several theoretical lower limits, the largest of which is the 
Chandrasekhar mass, 1.4 solar masses. Without extremely special initial conditions in the 
collapse, stars of less than the Chandra mass will tend to stop at the white dwarf stage 
and collapse no further. The smallest neutron star at its collapse is therefore about 1.4 
Msolar or 2.8x10³⁰ kg. 
Neutron stars may subsequently lose mass, for example in interaction with another star in 
the formation of an accretion disk. If the mass falls to less than the lower limit of 0.02 Ms 
then nucleons will enabe in a fission reaction at the escape velocity of 0.13c, producing the 
enormous type 1a supernova, the largest form of explosion in the known universe.
The largest neutron star corresponds to an escape velocity that approaches light speed. 
We saw in the section introducing black holes that for a given mass, the final collapse 



occurs when the radius shrinks to the Schwarzchild radius Rs, which is a function of the 
mass. Combined with our earlier estimates that place limits on the radius of a neutron star, 
the result is a maximum of 3 solar masses for any neutron star. Above this mass, the 
collapse to a black hole is inevitable.



Schutz provides an analysis for a neutron star of around 1 solar mass. It would help to 
follow this analysis by attempting the calculations yourself:
"With a density of 2x10¹⁷ kg/m³ the star's radius will be about 13 km...the escape speed for 
a particle at its surface is 1.4x10⁸ m/s...the orbital speed for a particle at its surface is 
about 10⁸ m/s...the period of such an orbit is 0.8 ms...This also sets the spin rate of a 
neutron star: it could in principle rotate about 1000 times per second without flying apart.
"The compactness of the object tells us also that the gravitational redshift of light from its 
surface will be significant. By the equivalence principle, an observer falling from far away 
will see no change in the frequency of light. Such an observer will reach the surface with 
the escape speed, c/2. The redshift seen by observers that remain at rest with respect to 
the star, then, is the same as that seen by an observer who is receding from a source of 
light at this speed. This will produce a lengthening of the wavelength of light by at least a 
factor of 2..."
As a result, there are three diagnostic features of neutron stars that are directly 
observable:
1. Neutron stars are extremely hot at the surface and emit most strongly at x-ray 

wavelengths, but the spectral lines are heavily redshifted.
2. Rapid processes such as "pulsar" emissions or binary partner orbit speeds indicate the 

very high gravitational fields and activity rates of neutron stars
3. Rapid rotation generates very large magnetic fields with corresponding effects on 

emission, such as radio waves.
The first neutron stars that could be confirmed as such by these three diagnostics were 
pulsars emitting rapid periodic flashes of redshifted radio and x-radiation. The graduate 
student who first observed them, Jocelyn Bell, remarked that she wondered at first if it was 
a signal of some kind, since such rapid and regular periodic behaviour was completely 
unknown and unexplained at the time.
The pulsation is now understood to be a result of the magnetic field and rotation. As on 
Earth, the pole of a neutron star's magnetic field is not necessarily aligned with the rotation 
axis. In a neutron star the magnetic axis can be quite far from the rotation axis, so a beam 



of x-ray and radio frequency can be directed outwards into the plane of rotation, much like 
a lighthouse, but one pointing into the sky rather than horizontal. The observed pulsation is 
the effect of seeing the continuous beam of a light intermittently as the beam rotates. 
If the magnetic pole is at an extreme orientation to the equator of the star, the reverse pole 
can also be seen, usually in a distinctly different emission range, like a lighthouse beaming 
different colours in two directions. Pulsar poles that do not align with the Earth are not 
observable.
Over 1000 pulsars have now been directly observed. Their characteristics vary over a wide 
range and change over time due to the gradual loss of energy, largely contained in their 
rotation rate, which slows down. The original source of this energy is not nuclear but 
gravitational - it results from the conversion of gravitational energy in the collapse. 
The rate of rotational decay is close to the theoretical value assuming a significant 
component of the radiation is gravity waves, which are produced by rapidly rotating intense 
gravitational fields. This indirectly confirms the existence of gravity waves as predicted by 
Einstein's theory.
Pulsars exhibit occasional sudden changes in rotational speed, known as "glitches". These 
are thought to be due to seismic processes in the star's crust or exterior, the collapse of 
mass leading to a stepwise increase in rotation speed as angular momentum is conserved 
at the smaller average radius.
Pulsars have provided some direct tests of general relativity. A binary pulsar system has 
been observed in which the pulse rate varies systematically along the course of the orbit, 
slower when the elliptically orbiting masses are at periapsis and faster when they are at 
apoapsis. This corresponds to the varying redshift of the gravitating mass on the pulsar, 
giving larger redshift at closer distance. Clocks and pulse rates run slower at periapsis.
Internal structure of a neutron star
The density, pressure and temperature of neutron stars very with depth, as with normal 
stars. The surface consists of material not completely condensed into neutrons. Further 
down we find free neutrons or in nucleus-sized aggregates. Further still the nucleons bind 
together by the strong force and gravitational pressure to become one enormous nucleus.
The extremely hot core of a neutron star may be a superfluid - a quantum fluid with no 
viscosity due to the particles of the fluid all existing in exactly the same quantum state of 
motion, with no frictional shear. This may also have electrical superconducting properties.
In alternative theoretical models the core of a neutron star may be hot enough to 
dissociate the nucleons into component quarks and gluons. The resulting quark star is 
made of a quark gas known as strange matter, which despite the name is possibly the 
most stable and incompressible state of matter, analogous to a super-solid.
Relativistic structure of neutron stars
The surface of a neutron star has a sufficiently high gravity field to bend light through a 
large angle, such that an observer nearby could observe more than 50% of the surface 



area. Background light sources would also be disturbed, producing a strong gravitational 
lensing effect.
 
If a neutron star continues to collapse the distortion of the image would increase up to a 
maximum 2 radians from the other side, equivalent to light curvature at the Schwarzchild 
radius:


theoretical (calculated) image of gravitational lensing around a nearby black hole against a 
distant backdrop.
http://www.arachnoid.com/relativity/graphics/gravitational_lensing.png




Black Holes continued...
Any form of energy can be said to have mass and must be included in the gravitational 
mass. Pressure, or energy per volume, creates an additional effect that becomes very 
pronounced in stellar collapse. Pressures can become so enormous that the resulting 
gravitational effect exceeds the capacity for any scale of pressure to support the mass, 
and the star's collapse becomes self-reinforcing. The resulting black hole and infinite 
density singularity is an inevitable, unstoppable endpoint.
Timescale of collapse
Zero-radius point particles are a common idea in physics, usually regarded as a theoretical 
abstraction that simplifies the maths so long as you stay away from the actual zero. In this 
case the Schwarzchild solution is, if not exact by modern standards, a good description of 
a black hole, ie a point mass of zero radius with undefined "infinite" values occurring at the 
centre r = 0 and at the Schwarzchild radius r = Rs: 
where Rs is the Schwarzchild radius or event horizon, recognisable in the GM/c²r term 
from the weak field theory. The angles θ and φ are spherical space coordinates around the 
black hole.
At the event horizon the space term (Δr)² becomes infinite while time falls to zero. An 
observer in distant zero-g space observing a physical system falling into the hole (such as 
interstallar gas, not necessarily a human subject!) would see the activity of the system 
slow to zero at the Schwarzchild radius, leaving a fixed image of the system at that point. 
This image would fade gradually as photons from the last finite-dilated moments of the 
system are emitted.
As before, time dilation is an effect of gravitational redshift. A photon that just escapes a 
black hole is redshifted to a very low energy, reflecting the large potential difference. At the 
event horizon the redshift is complete: a photon's frequency (and hence energy) falls to 
zero, even as its relative velocity is still c.
From the point of view of an observer falling towards the hole, a system entering the hole 
would continue to emit light and behave as normal, regardless of Schwarzchild radius, all 
the way down. There is no contradiction here. The falling observer is in the same inertial 
reference frame as the falling system, so proper times are observed with no dilation. 
It is also true that photons cannot stand still, so the Schwarzchild radius is not a point of 
zero light speed. The curvature of spacetime around a black hole is so extreme that as 
photons are emitted from the Schwarzchild radius, their motion is just enough to hold their 
position relative to a distant observer. It is as though spacetime itself is in free fall in any 
gravitational field, reaching light speed at an event horizon.
The curvature of space can be calculated anywhere, including at an event horizon. The 
curvature at an event horizon is 1/M² ; the larger the black hole, surprisingly, the smaller 



the curvature. "The horizon only marks the boundary between where photons can get out 
and where they cannot, but that is a property of the large scale structure of spacetime, not 
something that can be sensed locally. ...light cones gradually tilt inwards as one goes 
towards the centre, and the difference from one cone to its neighbor is small. Only by 
accumulating these changes does the big difference between the cones far away and 
those at the horizon arise."
A black hole explorer could cross an event horizon and possibly not even notice!
There may or may not be a practical use for theory on what lies inside an event horizon, 
but that does not stop us from solving the equations. The Schwarzchild solution continues 
inside an event horizon as a free-falling observer would measure. Below the Schwarzchild 
radius, the space term becomes timelike, ie negative-valued, and vice versa, time 
becomes spacelike. The roles of space and time are interchanged.
In a normal spacetime we have limited freedom to move in space and seemingly no 
freedom to move in time. In fact as we have seen, velocity involves a conversion of 
aspects of space to time, and vice versa. Approaching light speed the time axis becomes 
essentially parallel to the space axis. The step beyond, where space and time are wholly 
interchanged, occurs where the escape velocity reaches light speed, at an event horizon.
It is plausible then that the apparent freedom of motion in space compared to the 
constraint of linear time is reversed inside an event horizon. As outside observers can 
expend energy to move in space, observers inside an event horizon might exert energy to 
move in time, with the direction of space given as a fixed constraint: straight down into the 
singularity, no return. 
None, but for the loophole that you might be able to go back in time to moments just after 
your descent through the horizon. You might expend the last of your fuel holding yourself 
back against the flow of time. Inevitably though, a fall into the singularity, whatever that 
might imply, is a fixed and real moment in a black hole explorer's future.

Gravitational lensing of background galaxies by a galactic cluster.
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_lens#/image/File:Gravitationell-lins-4.jpg



At the theoretical centre of a black hole, the singularity is a point of infinite curvature 
surrounded by a zone of intense tidal effects, or arbitrarily large distortions of spacetime. 
"Nothing could survive an encounter with such a singularity." 
This may not necessarily be true. The general theory of relativity may be incomplete at the 
singularity, since it implies confinement of energy inside an arbitrarily small space. This 
violates the quantum-mechanical description of small systems, but it may be a 
meaningless question, since there is no means of observing a singularity to empirically 
confirm its behaviour other than by falling in.
Anything inside an event horizon may effectively be outside of the knowable universe. 
Stephen Hawking uses the analogy of Swiss cheese to explain the discontinuous topology 
of a universe with excluded holes. An argument against this is that since the gravity of a 
black hole can be felt "inside the universe" so the mass and energy of the hole are present 
in the universe, with observable effects.
Orbital motion around black holes
Orbits around a black hole illustrate the transition from Newtonian to relativistic gravity. Far 
from the event horizon, orbits are much as expected in Newtonian gravity, with the small 
relativistic correction of a long-period precession. As the orbit radius decreases (by 
considering a series of objects with nearer radii) the precession effect increases and the 
system begins to throw off energy in the form of gravitational waves.
Past a certain near point (still greater than the Schwarzchild radius), orbits with low initial 
velocity will tend to fall progressively in towards the hole and eventually will be captured 
inside the event horizon. This is a strong contrast to the Newtonian theory in that a low-
energy Newtonian orbit will fall in to a lower perihelion but the energy will be recovered as 
it emerges again to the same initial radius, and continues in a stable elliptical orbit. 
Around a black hole, beyond a certain point, elliptical orbits decay by gravitational energy 
loss. This has been observed in binary pulsars, where the rates of energy loss correspond 
to the theoretical energies of gravity waves. Within 3 Schwarzchild radii, known as the 
innermost stable circular orbit, even circular orbits are unstable and will spiral into the hole.
 Rotating Black Holes
The Schwarzchild solution is for a static, non-rotating black hole. The corresponding 
solution for a rotating hole was not found until 1963, arguably the beginning of a new 
golden age for relativity theory. A rotating black hole has a weaker effect on the minimum 
radius: objects can approach closer to a rotating black hole without risking the minimum 
stable orbit. The event horizon radius is correspondingly smaller and consists of photon 
world lines in orbit around the hole at the speed of frame-dragging on the horizon.
Wormholes
Hawking Radiation



A black hole is a type of black body in that it absorbs all light that falls onto it. The 
corresponding property of black bodies, an emission spectra, was thought to be not 
possible for black holes until the relatively recent work of Stephen Hawking, easily the 
most outstanding theoretical physicist of the late 20th and early 21st century.
The essential idea of Hawking radiation is that quantum fluctuations in any small region of 
space will produce large amounts of virtual energy as particles that spontaneously appear 
and disappear again in particle-antiparticle pairs. Pairs of virtual photons can also emerge 
and disappear. If this occurs in the vicinity of an event horizon it is possible for one of the 
pair to fall into the hole while the second partner is emitted. 
Black holes behave as ordinary thermodynamic objects, including an effect on the entropy 
of the wider universe, thought to be proportional to the surface area of the event horizon.
One effect of Hawking Radiation is that black holes must lose mass through radiation. The 
photon partner that is absorbed provides negative energy and mass, the positive aspect of 
which is carried away by the other partner. This is a negligible effect for typical stellar mass 
black holes, but is significant for smaller masses and is thought to be the basis for a 
quantum theory of strong gravity. Further progress on those lines has proved unfortunately 
elusive.
Quasars, or quasi-stellar objects, are now known to be x-ray accretion disks around 
hypermassive black holes, late stages of evolution of the earliest galaxies.
....


